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Abstract—With the increasing number of people reviewing products online in recent years, opinion sharing websites has become the most important source of customers’ opinions. Unfortunately, spammers generate and post fake reviews in order to promote or demote brands and mislead potential customers. These are not only destructive not only for potential customers, but also for business holders and manufacturers. However, research in this area is not adequate, and many critical problems related to spam detection have not been solved to date. To provide green researchers in the domain with a great aid, in this paper, we have attempted to create a high-quality framework to make a clear vision on review spam-detection methods. In addition, this report contains a comprehensive collection of detection metrics used in proposed spam-detection approaches. These metrics are extremely applicable for developing novel detection methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE importance of online reviews for products and services is significant for today’s businesses. Opinion-sharing websites enable customers to post their opinions regarding purchased and utilized products. These posted reviews provide useful information for potential customers. In fact, it is quite helpful for a potential customer to read reviews of a product before making a purchase decision. Furthermore, business holders and manufacturers use product reviews not only to understand their customers’ needs but also to determine the weaknesses of their products such that they can customize and reshape the product to increase customer satisfaction and consequently increase sales. Such reviews also help to understand their competitors’ situations in the market and to plan for success. Therefore, such reviews are precious sources of information for individuals and organizations. Hence, the trustworthiness of the reviews is essential for the opinions to be validly used for aforementioned purposes.

In recent years, opinion-sharing websites are turning into a competitive arena for businesses. Unfortunately, there is an enormous drawback with most of the opinion sharing websites. The sites enable anyone from anywhere in the world to post reviews on products without any limits. This ease of posting allows manufacturers and organizations to hire spammers to post spurious positive reviews to promote or support their merchandise and sometimes unfair negative reviews to damage competitors’ reputations and demigrate their reliability. Most of these harmful fake reviews are not detectable by readers, due to their manipulated structure and their placement in the midst of truthful reviews. Therefore, opinion mining techniques are being employed to distinguish fake reviews from real opinions. One of the most significant issues in opinion mining is opinion-spam detection, which requires the researchers’ attention more so than other issues because the trustworthiness of a review makes it valuable for various purposes. The hired reviewers who write unfavorable reviews of a product to distract readers are called review spammers. The opinions or reviews written by spammers are called spam reviews.

In this research, we have proposed an effective framework to be used for spam detection research. First, we have discussed the categorization and fundamental explanations of some of the elements and factors involved with spam detection. Various types of spam, spammers, spamming and features are considered in this step to provide a clear vision of them. Finally, we have purposed a collection of all of the possible features that can be used for detecting spam reviews, as well as individual and groups of spammers. This comprehensive collection of features could be an asset for researchers working at the same domain and could be used as a worthy resource for spam detection techniques. In particular, these would be extremely applicable for supervised methods that need many effective features to achieve the most accurate result. The framework in the existing study is discussed in three sections. In section II, we categorized and explained the various types of spam reviews, spam reviewers, and spamming. In Section III, we assessed the different types of features or data that are used for spam detection. Finally, in Section IV, we proposed a useful and advantageous collection of classified tables that include all of the features that have been extracted from the previous spam detection studies.

II. SPAM DETECTION DEFINITIONS

In this section, opinion-spam detection and some factors that are necessary for distinguishing spam from non-spam reviews are discussed and described in detail. Understanding the concepts of a truthful review, a spam review, the types of spam reviews and spamming and spammers and finally individual and group spam detection will facilitate the process of developing a spam-review detection technique.

A. Opinion Spam Detection

Spam detection has been used in many fields. Email spam and web spam are two of the most popular types of spam that are commonly assessed (more than other types of spam) by
researchers. However, opinion spam (spam review) is different from those two types. Email spam refers to unwanted advertisements that are sent by email; this spam is infrequent in opinion postings. In web spam, we have two major types: content spam and link spam [1], [2]. Spam with hyperlinks is called link spam, which is rarely observed in reviews. Although links to advertisements are frequent in social media, they are very easy to detect. Content spam adds some irrelevant words into some web pages to trick search engines into considering them to be pertinent to some search queries. This type of spamming is also inapplicable to opinion reviews.

One of the most essential issues in opinion mining is opinion-spam detection. This requires more attention than other types of spam because the trustworthiness of reviews makes them profitable for different proposals. The difference between opinion spam and other forms of spam makes opinion-spam detection more challenging. An ordinary reader is able to detect almost all other types of spamming activities easily. However, it is very hard, if not impracticable, to identify fake reviews by manually reading the reviews. This intensifies the need to screen spam reviews that are to be used for planning or appraising detection algorithms compared with any other types of spam. The ultimate goal of opinion-spam detection in the reviews is to capture every spam review, spam reviewer, and spam reviewer group. [3].

B. Truthful Review

A truthful review is a review written in an opinion sharing website by a customer who has really purchased the product and is honestly writing about his/her experience. This review may consist of the customer’s opinion about the quality, after sale service, shipping duration, and other features of the product.

C. Spam Review

A review that is not a real and trustworthy reflection of the experience of a reviewer (and written about the product) is known as a spam review, a fake review, a bogus review or a fraudulent review. Sometimes, these reviews have positive or negative contents about the product, and rest of the time they have no negative or positive opinions, e.g., they simply provide advertisements for other products.

Many types of spam reviews are deleterious for business owners, organizations, and political cases. Unfortunately, spamming is going to become more complicated and grow increasingly out of control. Spam should be detected to protect innocent opinions and to remove fake reviews, defamation, and deception from social media.

Hired spammers have various purposes in creating and posting spam reviews which depend on the requirements of the manufacturers. There are four types of spam reviews defined in [4]:

1) Non-Opinion

These notes are devoid of any opinion about the target product. In fact these are totally irrelevant to the product. Non-opinion reviews consist of four core subtypes as discussed below [5]-[9]:

- Advertisement: There are three main types of advertisements: (1) Advertising the target product; the review explains the usage or features of the product. There is no presentation of any customer’s opinion regarding the product. (2) Advertising other products; a review from this category is advertising other products. The structure of this review is similar to the aforementioned case, but promotes other or sometimes competing products. (3) Advertising different sellers; this type of review is advertising for other sellers, stores or websites for the purchase of the same product e.g., “This camera is very nice and can be purchased with a promotion from www…..com.”

- Question or answer: This type of review is written by a reviewer to ask (or answer) questions about the product.

- Comments: A reviewer posts this type of reviews as a comment on some other reviews written by others on a similar product.

- Random texts: The review in this case contains some irrelevant notes about different things unrelated to the product.

2) Reviews of a Brand

These reviews also do not present the customer’s opinion of the product. The reviews are not targeted at a specific product, but only focus on the brand, sellers and manufacturers of that product or on some merchandise of a specific organization. For instance, a review for a particular Dell laptop says “I dislike Dell. I will not purchase any of their merchandises or products”.

3) Fake Reviews

Fake reviews are written by spammers (positively) to promote a product or (negatively) to damage the reputation of a product. This type of spam review is the most important one because people can easily recognize the previously mentioned types by reading them, but reviews of this type cannot be recognized as being false by an ordinary reader. Consequently, most of the studies have focused on detecting this type of spam review.

4) Harmful Reviews

The products can be placed in three categories by using the quality of the products as an indicator: (a) good quality products, (b) bad quality products, and (c) average quality product. Based on this, six types of fake reviews are possible. These are listed in Table I.

| TABLE I |
| PRODUCT QUALITY VS. SPAM REVIEWS [10] |
| Product quality | Positive spam | Negative Spam |
| Good | 1 | 2 |
| Bad | 3 | 4 |
| Average | 5 | 6 |

Stores and manufacturers usually create reviews in regions 1, 3, and 5 for their products to promote them. Conversely,
reviews in regions 2, 4, 6 are written by competitors of the product to damage its reputation. Obviously, positive reviews of good quality products are not detrimental, and neither are negative reviews of bad quality products. However, reviews from regions 2, 3, 5, and 6 can be very harmful for the products [10]. Thus, most of the techniques for review spam detection should focus on detecting these harmful reviews.

D. Spam Reviewer

The person who posts spam reviews is called a spam reviewer [11]. Spam reviews may be written by different types of people, e.g., employees of a company, friends, competitors, business holders and even real customers. Some businesses provide a repayment or discount to some of their consumers to write positive reviews for their products, and sometimes to write negative reviews of their competitors’ products.

1) Individual Spammer

An individual spam reviewer is a spammer who works individually. Actually, he/she posts spam reviews using one user-id. Generally, a spam reviewer may work alone, or intentionally or unintentionally work as a member of a group.

2) Group of Spammers

Mukherjee in [12], [13] defined two different types of group spammers: (1) Sometimes a group of spammers work together to support or harm some products. In this mode, each of the individual spammers who work in the group may or may not know the others. (2) One person (spammer) has several user-ids. Therefore, he/she posts spam reviews using these different user-ids, with results that look similar to that of a group. The authors of [13] argued that group spamming is much more destructive than individual spamming. The group can use various spamming methods which make the spamming incredibly difficult to detect.

III. DETECTION METRICS AND DATA ASSESSMENT

In this section, three types of data and features for identifying spam and non-spam are listed and described. Assessing them is essential for most of the spam detection techniques, specifically for the supervised methods. The features of each of these types (except the content of the review) can be classified as publicly available data and website private data [14]. The data that can be obtained from the opinion sharing website and that is open to being accessed by visitors is called publicly available data. Such data include the date of posting of a review, the content, or text of the review, the rating given by a reviewer to the target product and the price of the product. The data that are not accessible by visitors and that are under the possession of the associated website are known as website private data. Such data include the MAC address, the geographical location, and the IP address of the user.

A. Content of Review

The content of a review is the text of the review excluding features, such as the reviewer’s name or id, date of posting, and rating. The contents of the reviews were considered as the foremost (and in some cases the only) aspects used in the spam detection technique. Moreover, linguistic features such as words and POS n-grams that are operational in identifying malicious behaviors (e.g., deceptions and lies) can be extracted from the contents of the reviews. However, a spammer can post a fake review so subtly that no one can identify this fake review by reading its content. Furthermore, for instance, when a person has a good experience with a product, he/she can easily write of his/her excellent experience, but do so for a poor product as a spammer (he/she posts a positive fake review that is based on his/her real experience with another product) [1]. Therefore, linguistic features alone are not sufficient for developing an appropriate spam-detection method. These must be considered as part of a set of features needed for a proper spam detection method.

B. Meta-Data of Review

Some of the information about the review other than the review content is called meta-data. Examples include: the reviewer’s id, the time of publishing of the review the star rating given to the target product by a reviewer the time duration of the writing of the review, the geo-location of the reviewer’s computer, and the reviewer’s computer MAC and IP addresses.

Multiple unusual behaviors of reviewers that are not detectable by using only the contents of the reviews can be extracted using the meta-data of the reviews. Some examples are: (1) Sometimes several user-ids from the same computer write multiple positive or negative reviews on a particular product, and for this reason these reviews are doubtful. This example demonstrates the role of the user id and user’s computer MAC address for review-spam detection. However, the MAC address of the customers’ computer is not publicly available to be used in the detection methods proposed by researchers. (2) When we assess the ratings of reviews for a product, we can see that a particular reviewer has posted illusory positive reviews for a particular brand and that he/she has posted multiple destructive negative reviews for competing brands. This example expresses the importance of the ratings given by a reviewer to a product, in the spam-detection method. Such rating anomaly behaviors are extremely helpful in spam-detection techniques. (3) Occasionally, when we are looking for spam in some hotel reviews, we may find many positive reviews about a hotel from places near the location of the hotel. Therefore, these are not most likely the opinions of real customers because the reviewers of a hotel would typically live in a geo-location that is far from the hotel. This example shows the usefulness of the geo-location of a reviewer for a spam-detection method. The geo-location is one of the website’s private features.

C. Information Regarding the Target Product

A portion information about the product (or the entity under review) has been used in some proposed spam-detection techniques. Such information includes: the description of the product, price, date of launching of the product and volume of sales. For example, when a product has many positive reviews
but it has not sold very well, the reliability of the positive reviews is difficult to accept. Furthermore, considering the date of the launching of a product, when the number of reviews for the product is very high, the trustworthiness of the reviews is questionable.

With the abovementioned three types of data, one can explore many features that can be used in spam detection techniques.

IV. COLLECTION OF DETECTION METRICS

To the best of our knowledge, there has been no gathering of the features employed in the various spam detection techniques before this. This task was very time consuming and required the careful scrutinizing of proposed review-spam detection techniques. Fortunately, we have successfully accomplished this task. Finally, with this information, we created two classes. The first class contains all of the features used in distinguishing spam and non-spam reviews. The second one includes all of the features used in identifying group and individual spammers. Thus, considering the following classified features facilitates the development of any review-spam detection technique (especially supervised methods).

A. Review Spam Detection Metrics

The following sections contain a large number of features used to distinguish spam from non-spam reviews that are extracted from related studies. There are fifty one rows of features in the different tables. We categorized them into three main groups: review features, reviewer features and product features. Then, we formed twelve subsets for the proliferation of features that branched off from each category. Thus, the review features category includes countable features, positional features (meta-data), textual features, sentiment features, and rating features. The reviewer features category includes countable features, rating features, behavioral features and positional features (meta-data). Finally, the product features category includes centric features and ranking features.

1) Review-Based Metrics

A feature that contains any information about the review can be included in this category. These features are generally used for review-spam detection techniques that only focus on analyzing reviews and ignored the reviewers’ behaviors completely. Table II outlines the review features.

2) Author-Based Metrics

A feature that has any information about the person who has written the review can be included in this category. Reviewer features are generally used in spammer detection techniques. However, different combinations of the review features are used in different cases. Table III illustrates the reviewer features.
3) Product-Based Detection Metrics

Description of the target product and its features can be listed in this category. Product features can be used in different types of detection techniques. Examples of product features are listed in Table IV.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of reviewer for the product [10]</td>
<td>6.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Individual and Group of Spammers Detection Metrics

Apart from detection metrics used in capturing fake reviews, there are variety of methods focusing on detecting spammers who work individually or in groups. A comprehensive review of the proposed approaches in this domain is provided in our previous work [3]. Table V shows all of the existing features used to detecting individuals and groups of spammers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group Deviation (GD) [12]</td>
<td>2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content Similarity (GCS) [13]</td>
<td>3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member Content Similarity (MCS) [13]</td>
<td>4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Time Frame (ETF) [12]</td>
<td>5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability of the product or store [19]</td>
<td>12.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of reviewer for the product [10]</td>
<td>13.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Conclusion

As fake reviews are increasingly harming businesses and potential customers, it is critical to detect and eliminate such reviews to expurgate the opinion sharing websites. This paper proposed a high-quality framework for review-spam detection research. First, the paper discussed and explained the critical aspects and concepts in this field. Next, the paper provided a collection of features that is applicable for the development of review-spam detection methods.
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